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A Letter from the Editor
I hope you’ve had a great end to the term
and are looking forward to the long summer that awaits.
In this term’s edition of Verdict, we’ve
aimed to provide a mixture of different
articles which we hope you’ll find both
informative and engaging.
We have read some interesting responses
to an essay question that is particularly
relevant to today’s state of affairs, have
been inspired by Funke’s journey in the
legal sector as a black woman, and have
provided some honest insights into what
being a graduate trainee is like at several
different firms.
Special thanks must go to Funke Abimbola for allowing me to interview her, as
well as to the three trainees who were
willing to share their experiences.
I’d also like to thank our incredible President, Ali Qureshi, for going above and
beyond to help me put this magazine
together, David Stuart for his constant
willingness to help, and to the outgoing
Executive committee for providing such a
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great (and jam-packed!) Trinity Term.
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Viola Han-Smith

Interview with Funke
Abimbola MBE
Funke is a solicitor and senior leader for
Roche, the world’s largest biotech company. Her team provides legal support to
Roche’s pharmaceutical operations in the
UK, Ireland, Malta and Gibraltar. In addition, she also leads the financial compliance function for the UK pharmaceutical
business.
Outside of her day job, she is a notable
diversity campaigner, mainly focusing on
campaigning for more gender equality,
race diversity and social mobility within
the legal profession and wider business
community.

journey with large audiences ranging
from school children to senior professionals including regularly speaking and
campaigning in Parliament. She holds a
number of board-level voluntary leadership roles across a range of different
diversity organisations and appears regularly on BBC 1 as a news reviewer to an
estimated global audience of 320 million.

Currently the most senior black lawyer in her field, she is ranked as being a
top 15 BAME leader globally (Financial
Times), one of the 100 most influential
leaders of African/Afro-Caribbean heritage in the UK (The Powerlist) and the
most influential black lawyer in the UK
(Debretts 500 list).

A proud working mother, an expert mentor and sponsor, Funke is passionate
about the law, diversity, education and
healthcare. She is a regular media commentator, a keen fundraiser for various
charities (including Cancer Research
UK) and has twice served as school governor and as a board director. She founded the Akindolie Medical Scholarship in
memory of her father, Dr. Frank Olufemi
Akindolie. This is a privately funded bursary and leadership mentoring initiative
aimed at supporting future UK doctors
from a minority ethnic background.

Funke has received both national and
international recognition for her legal
and diversity work and is an experienced
public speaker, sharing her personal

Funke was honoured with a ‘Point of
Light’ award by UK Prime Minister Theresa May and the UK Cabinet Office in
October 2016, recognising the positive
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compare to working in the UK in the
legal profession?

impact of her voluntary diversity work
in improving workplace diversity and in
supporting the next generation of future
leaders.
In June 2017, she was awarded the MBE
(Member of the Order of the British Empire) in the Queen’s 91st birthday honours list for services to diversity in the
legal profession and young people.
Interview responses

2. You qualified for the Bar in Nigeria,
what was that like?
It was fascinating. Nigeria is part of the
Commonwealth and, because of this,
much of Nigeria’s modern day legal
framework is based on English law. For
example, similar contract law principles
apply. I was able to learn more about
Nigeria’s history both pre and post-colonialism. I was classified as an ‘overseas
student’ which was rather interesting
given that I am Nigerian born!

1. Were you always interested in law?
Yes, from a very young age. I was born
in Nigeria and lived there until the age
of 8. I saw first-hand (through multiple
military coups and other challenges to
democracy) how important it was to have
the rule of law respected. I also saw how
important it was to have accountability
within a legal system and a separation of
powers between the judiciary, executive
and the legislature. These experiences
(coupled with the fact that I loved reading and debating) cemented my interest
in law from the age of 10.

3. What made you decide to become a
solicitor when you came back to the
UK?
I chose to become a solicitor rather than
a barrister because, having already developed a passion for commercial law, I
could see how competitive the commercial bar was in the UK. It worried me that
barristers are self-employed and have to
rely so heavily on their network to build
a book of business. The solicitor route
offered me the security I needed.
4. How did your experience in Nigeria

Having said that there are similarities in
terms of legal principles, the 2 systems
are fundamentally different in the sense
that there is a fused legal system in Nigeria – you are admitted as both a barrister
and a solicitor of the Supreme Court of
Nigeria. Another thing to remember is
that there are in fact four distinct legal
systems in Nigeria which include English
law, common law, customary law and
Sharia (Islamic) law. All of these legal
systems co-exist within the same overall legal framework and all have validity.
Sharia law, for example, is only used in
Northern Nigeria where Islam is the predominant religion. English law in Nigeria
is derived from colonial Nigeria while
common law is a development from Nigeria’s post-colonial independence. Customary law is derived from indigenous
traditional norms and practices. This
makes for a complex legal system to say
the least!
5. Is there a ‘typical day’ for you?
There is no such thing as a typical day
given the scope of my responsibilities at
work and the range of voluntary work
that I do outside my day job.
In any given day, I could have a team
meeting with my Legal and Financial

Compliance function, be leading the
Compliance Committee as chair, advising on a commercial or data protection
law issue, guiding strategy in relation to
market access, attending a learning and
development workshop or mentoring a
work colleague.
On top of this, I will often leave work
to travel into London, volunteering my
time for any number of diversity initiatives that I am supporting or leading on
or I could have given a talk to a group
of 6th formers at a local school. Most
days almost always end with me making
sure my teenaged son has finished all his
homework, however!
6. What challenges have you faced and
how have you overcome them?
There have been multiple challenges
that I have faced being a black woman
progressing to such a senior level within
the legal profession. I initially faced a lot
of bias on trying to enter the legal profession because of my obviously African
name. I had to make over 150 phone calls
to secure my first job in law. I then faced
challenges when I returned to work as a
commercial solicitor after a year’s maternity leave. The way I have overcome
all challenges is by garnering the support
and encouragement that I need to make
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sure I simply do not give up. I have remained persistent throughout all obstacles, whether in my personal life is my
professional life. This has been far from
easy but my determination and tenacity
have served me well. I also look to learn
whatever lessons I can from challenges,
remain focused no matter what and, as
much as I can, I remember to keep calm
and maintain that faith and belief that all
will be well.

can then put in place positive action
plans to meet that target. Without a target, there is little measurable improvement.
9. Do you think the legal landscape is
changing and moving to becoming more
diverse?

I have certainly seen more commitment
towards this in recent years which is
very heartening. However, the profession still has a long way to go and there
7. What do you do to relax from law?
are still pockets of the profession that
are not as diverse as they could be – for
I am very mindful of life balance and
example, more needs to be done to supoverall well being. I rarely work on week- port and encourage diverse talent to the
ends and spend as much time as I can
top, more senior roles in the profession.
with my son and my family. I love spa
This applies across all arms of the legal
breaks, going to the cinema, meals out
profession – attracting diverse talent is
with friends and travelling. Given how
not the issue but retaining that talent to
much I juggle during the week, I make a
senior levels is.
real effort to have as much down time as
possible on weekends.
10. What advice would you give to your
younger self?
8. You do an enormous amount of work
in supporting and promoting diversity
I would tell my younger self not to waste
in the legal profession. Do you agree
so much time and energy worrying about
that firms should have quotas for wom- what others will think. The reality is that
en and BAME lawyers?
people will form their own judgments of
you irrespective!
I believe that firms should definitely
set targets. What doesn’t get measured
11. Who inspires you?
doesn’t get done. It is only once a target
is set as a measure of success that firms My parents both inspired me because of

their work ethic and resilience. I also find
my teenaged son inspiring in the sense
that he is surprisingly good at giving
advice about difficult situations. He is a
typical teenager in many ways leading to
a lot of frustration for both me and his
dad but he inspires me because he does
stand up for what is right and will not
compromise on his principles. I would
also say that I find Queen Elizabeth I
incredibly inspiring. How she managed
to rule England for such a long period of
time despite never having been expected
to become Queen is amazing. She did this
as a single woman whose mother was beheaded, against the backdrop of religious
and other turmoil. I would love to be able
to ask her what kept her going through
the tough times.
12. What’s the most interesting or funny thing that has happened to you in
your career?
By far the most interesting thing was
hearing from so many people when I was
awarded my MBE in June 2017. Of particular interest was receiving emails of
congratulations from those who never
believed I could be successful in law, talk
less be recognised by the Queen for my
diversity efforts!
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Katie Rivers

Acing your Vacation
Scheme Application
If you’ve just finished mods, it’s the perfect time to sit back, relax and look forward to the less stressful term ahead.
You may, however, be beginning to think
about your next steps; you may already
have your heart set on a career in commercial law, or you may have discovered,
after two terms of studying law, that the
second these three years are over you’re
going to head down a different path. If
you are the former, then you may be
thinking about how you can make the
step from humble law student to big shot
commercial lawyer. The answer is likely to be found in the shape of a vacation
scheme. However, the sudden jump from
learning about the Land Registration Act
2002 to trying to explain why exactly
you want to do commercial law and beating the endless Watson-Glaser tests for
your applications, can all come as a bit of
a shock. What’s worse, time often seems
to disappear in the blink of an eye when
it comes to application deadlines – so
it’s always a good idea to get a bit ahead
of the game, especially when firms are
increasingly allocating places on a rolling
basis. We have spoken to the graduate
recruitment manager at one of the top

global law firms, the newly merged CMS
Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang,
to get some insight into the vacation
scheme application process. Claudine
Vega gave us tips on how to ace the applications for vacation schemes, as well as
advice on making the most of the vacation schemes that you manage to secure.
What keys skills do students need to
demonstrate in the written application
stage?
Commercial awareness, strong academic results, attention to detail, ambition,
drive, career focus and team work are
some of the key skills I’d be looking for in
a submitted application form. Share any
relevant work experience that you may
have, tailor your application and highlight any transferrable skills from other
work experience. If applicants have any
mitigating circumstances that may have
had an impact on their final marks, we
would encourage them to disclose this
information, as we would want to offer
support during the selection process and
would consider this information while
screening. Finally, check your application

form for any spelling errors.
What are the main do’s and don’ts for
written applications?
Read the questions carefully and stick
to the word count. Demonstrate that you
can communicate clearly and concisely.
You can stand out by referring to something that you are particularly interested
in. Demonstrate your research on the
firm, competitors, sectors and the industry as this will help you to distinguish
us from other firms and will also avoid
generic application answers.
How can students ensure they succeed
in the online tests?
Prior to the online test, meet a Careers
Advisor at your University or attend one
of the many employer-led mock assessment centre workshops on your campus.
You will be able to practice any critical
thinking tests in a formal and timed format. Take the online practice test too
and ensure you take the assessed test in
a quiet environment with no distractions
or interruptions.

How can students ace a video interview?
Research, preparation and practice are
key. Draw on different examples from
your CV. It’s very similar to an actual
face-to-face interview so wear a suit
and prepare for the video interview accordingly. During any video assessment,
please ensure you record it in a quiet environment with no distractions. Finally,
don’t forget to smile.
How can students prepare for the interview?
Again, research, prepare and practice.
Know your CV and sign up to any mock
interviews that your Careers Service or
employers may offer on campus or just
practice with your family or a friend. Use
different examples during an interview
and highlight any skills that are relevant
to the role. An interview is a great opportunity for you to find out more about
the firm, the people and its culture so ask
some questions at the end too. Lastly, be
yourself, smile, remain calm and enjoy
the interview.

professional at all times. Remember,
a vacation scheme is like a three-week
interview and it is now the main route
Do your research on the firm and practo securing a training contract with the
tice your interview prior to the assessfirm. I would also prepare and take notes
ment day. Prepare by drawing on differwhenever you go to meetings and present examples from your CV and think
entations as it shows interest and enthuabout examples that demonstrate the
siasm. Finally, do not draw any negative
competencies that we are looking for in
attention to yourself at work or at socandidates. An assessment day will most cials. For instance, do not overuse your
likely involve a final interview, a team ex- personal mobile phone during working
ercise, a case study and/or presentations hours and enjoy our socials but behave
and other networking opportunities. Be
professionally.
focused and confident but do not behave
overly competitive and always engage
positively with everyone you meet. Most
importantly, do not feel disheartened if
something does not go according to plan
as we assess your overall performance
on the day.
What tips do you have for students
while they are on their vacation
scheme?
The vacation scheme is an excellent
opportunity for you to demonstrate your
skills in a practical environment and to
gain further insight into the firm. Use this
unique opportunity to network with colleagues by attending socials and by asking good questions during your scheme
but be mindful of people’s schedules too.
Work hard and show initiative, have a
positive can-do-attitude, be punctual and
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What tips do you have for the assessment day?
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Catherine Fellows

Interview with Tom
Vaughan MacAulay
I had the privilege to sit down with
the author of “Being Simon Haines”, a
searching story about aspiration, values
and love. For a decade Simon has been
chasing his dream: partnership at the
legendary, family-run law firm of Fiennes
& Plunkett. The grueling hours and manic intensity of his job have come close to
breaking him, but he has made it through
the years and is now within a whisker of
his millions: in less than two weeks, he
will know the outcome of the partnership vote. He decides to spend the wait
in Cuba in an attempt to rediscover his
youthful enthusiasm and curiosity, and
to clear his mind before the arrival of the
news that might change his life forever.
But alone in Havana he becomes lost in
nostalgia and begins to relive his past.
Can you tell me a little bit about yourself?
Sure thing - I started off at a magic circle law firm straight after studying languages at the University of Cambridge,
joining Slaughter and May, and more
recently I have been working in an inhouse capacity at Legal & General. The

move to in-house was largely motivated
by my writing, as I was always very keen
on pursuing my literary ambitions, but
it was of course difficult to combine my
writing with the long hours of City law.
What inspired you to write this novel?
To be honest, I thought it was incredibly relevant to my generation and I also
believe it could equally be the case for
your generation. The focus of the novel
is a common theme we were all talking
about at university and are sort of still
talking about now and I thought it would
be very interesting to write a novel that
would speak to all who ended up working
in the City. I was very keen on writing a
long-term love story following these two
characters who have very different life
experiences, both with competing visions
of the world, and to write a story that
people would be able to relate to easily.
How have your own personal experiences impacted the storyline?
Being Simon Haines isn’t autobiographical. When you are writing a novel, you

usually do one of two things: either research heavily a period in the history
books or you gain your material from
anecdotes that you’ve heard and fictionalized them and, for me, it was the latter.
Some of the law firm stories were not in
fact my own experiences, but a fictionalization of anecdotes I heard from friends
and colleagues along the way, both during my time at Cambridge and during my
legal career.
Do you see yourself or someone close
to you in the character of Simon
Haines?
That’s a tricky question because, to be
brutally honest, now that the novel has
been published I can’t bring myself to
read it again. But I guess the main difference is that I didn’t become Partner
at a law firm. In terms of relating to the
character of Simon Haines, Simon’s main
problem is a lack of self-awareness, and
I’d like to think that I had a clearer vision
of what I wanted to do, and I knew that I
wanted to write and be able to combine
that passion with my legal career. Yet I
think this idea of self-doubt and searching for a place in the world is something
we can all relate to.
In two words - what kind of person
would you describe Simon Haines as?

Confused and hopeful. The former involves a point being made about Oxbridge - I think there is a sense of confusion at a certain point whilst studying
at a place like Oxford or Cambridge, a
confusion between the beauty of what
you are studying and being surrounded
by the prestige of such beautiful buildings, as well as the promise of a successful future. Being in such an environment
can be very dangerous, as post-university
you don’t necessarily continue to be surrounded by that glamour unless you’re
making lots of money, to put it quite
bluntly. This idea of studying a prestigious degree while walking past incredible
buildings on a daily basis can be very disorientating - once all the parties are over,
where next? And I think this is something that affects Simon once he leaves
university.
Why did you choose Havana as his holiday destination?
That’s a good question. I wanted him to
go somewhere far away and I thought
that, given in particular the fact we are
following politics throughout the book,
with talks of Tony Blair coming into
power and Barack Obama being elected
in 2008, I thought it would be subtle to
have him wandering around a lost utopia
in a way, with this idea of a protagonist
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would continue, but the reality isn’t like
that.
What’s next for you? What do you have
planned for the future - another novel?
searching for his dream. There is this
melancholy to Cuba which I thought was
appropriate as a destination. I have in
fact been to Havana, although I didn’t
quite end up going through the same
trauma as Simon!
What do you think current students
thinking about a potential career in the
world of commercial law can take away
from the novel itself?
There have obviously been very cheap
depictions of the law with attempts to
glamourise it to this idea of earning millions of pounds, whilst there are also
those who have had a nightmare, whereas actually I think the novel goes to a
deeper point which isn’t necessarily just
about the law - the problem is that people
don’t always necessarily think properly about what they are going into. To be
honest, I didn’t really, I got my Training
Contract offer and thought that was it,
this was my golden path continuing logically and though I ended up thoroughly
enjoying my experience, I had a friend
who went into the law and then became
a doctor when he realised there was

nothing about the law that interested
him. I am certainly not against City law
as a profession at all, but I would advise
students to just get over the prestige of
any job, whether it be banking, politics
or commercial law, and to actually understand what the work entails. You need
to understand that it’s not actually about
what it’s like from the outside (what you
look like in your suit and your big windows looking down into the City), but
what you are actually doing in that room
and whether you will enjoy doing that for
the next twenty years of your life.
You arrive at these incredibly prestigious
law firms on your first day and assume
the journey is going to take you to becoming a Partner but of course that is not
the case. After all, you have 100 people
joining and only a few will make it to the
top. I think people need to remember
that you are not just going to walk into
partnership - one has to work extraordinarily hard to and I just remember, even
speaking to friends now, we always assumed the path to the top would involve
two years of training, roughly eight years
being an associate and the golden path

I’m actually in the middle of a novel in
Italian and I thought that would be really
unique because there’s lots of people who
have lived in Italy and therefore write
their books about Italy in English, but
I always found one thing I missed was
the language itself, as I found the deeper
meanings could often get lost in translation. We are currently very hopeful a
future novel is going to go ahead so I’m
right in the middle of it at the moment,
which involves going back to working in
the office and writing in my spare time in
the evenings.
A huge thank you to Tom for taking the
time to speak to us – his novel, which has
featured in the Times Literary Supplement, is available to purchase on Amazon
for £8.99 so do check it out for a fascinating read!

ty surrounding cryptocurrencies. There
Should legal firms capitalise on the
are currently over 2,300,000 wallets that
growth of cryptocurrencies, or is this hold over $1,000 worth of bitcoin, and in
too risky a venture?
addition many more people are interested in putting money into various cryptoThis question first draws attention to
currencies. This represents a significant
an initial enquiry, how might legal firms
market of people who are currently faccapitalise on the growth of cryptocurren- ing a lack of legal information due to the
cies? It is clear that law firms should not uncertainty about how regulators will
become investors, so it is necessary to
choose to deal with the issues bitcoin
consider how these changes in the marpresents. Law firms willing to invest time
ket might present opportunities to law
and resources into providing this inforfirms. Only once an answer to this has
mation through regular publications exbeen answered can we answer whether
plaining the law around the market could
the risks of these opportunities are too
develop a reputation that allows them to
great. Overall, it is clear that there are
capture this demand, and provide a submany ways in which law firms might cap- stantial amount of the legal services in
italise on cryptocurrencies, and whilst
this sector.
many of them might require a relatively
small risk, they all share the inherent
In comparison, there are relatively few
risk that cryptocurrencies will not be
risks that might be associated with these
viable in the long term. Hence, it is a
means of capitalising on cryptocurrendetermination of the long-term viability
cies. The major investment that this
of cryptocurrencies that will determine
requires is one of the time and human
whether law firms should adopt these
resources required to produce the mameans of capitalising on the markets.
terials. Thus, the central questions in
determining whether this is right for a
An initial opportunity for law firms is
particular firm are whether they have
presented by the considerable uncertain- solicitors with suitable expertise, if not
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Essay Competition Winner
(Hilary Term)

whether they have solicitors who could
gain expertise in this area, and whether
these solicitors have the time required.
If a law firm has these then there would
be little downside to capitalising on cryptocurrencies in this way. Indeed, Norton
Rose Fulbright has already produced
a ‘Global legal and regulatory guide to
cryptocurrencies’ that they have made
available to companies.

cryptocurrencies would have varying
risks associated. Producing a visual programing language for smart contracts
is unlikely to be a good means. This is
clearly outside the normal expertise of
a law firm, and so would require significant investment in order to outsource
the production of such a program. Furthermore, visual programing languages
are often quite restrictive. Therefore,
it is likely that the most complex transA further advantage might arise if solici- actions, which are often of most value
tors become proficient in coding. Ethere- to law firms, will require programing at
um’s success has raised questions of the a bytecode level. Ensuring that certain
long term potential for continued devel- solicitors at the firm are proficient in
opment of smart contracts. Currently,
programing languages such as bytecode
Ethereum’s smart contracts are coded
might be a preferable solution. This
using a stack-based bytecode programing could be supplemented by the continulanguage. Some high-level programing
ing push from many law firms to ensure
languages to make this easier are availa- that they recruit from a diverse array of
ble, such as Solidity, but currently there degrees. Hence, law firms would be able
are no visual programing languages avail- to capitalise on any possible demand for
able to create smart contracts. Thus, in
smart contract services with relatively
order for the usefulness of Ethereum and little cost.
other cryptocurrencies to be extended
to complex transactions, it will be necPerhaps law firms could also benefit from
essary for law firms to train solicitors in the increased demand for cryptocurthe use of Solidity, or to invest in produc- rencies by accepting them as methods
ing a visual programing language. A firm of payment. Indeed, some firms have
that embraced this opportunity could be- already started to do this, with Perkins
come the predominant provider of legal
& Coie, Steptoe & Johnson and Frost
services related to smart contracts.
Brown Todd having all done so since
2013. The opportunities that this preThese two potential means for capisents are twofold: should the value of
talising on the increased demand for
crypto currencies increase then this
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would increase the value of the payment;
secondly as Carol Van Cleef of BakerHostetler has said “It’s a symbol for the
client about how vested you are in the
area”. It is the second of these which it
likely to be the most significant. As more
companies become involved with cryptocurrencies and integrate them into their
business model they will look for law
firms that have similar belief in cryptocurrencies. In this context refusing to
accept cryptocurrencies may restrict
the companies willing to use the firm’s
services. Thus, it might be that law firms
should seek to capitalise on this by ensuring that they are publically seen to be
vested in cryptocurrencies by accepting
them as payment now.

payment equivalent to a certain amount
of pounds paid in a cryptocurrency. Yet,
this does not offset the difficulties that
arise after the payment is made. For
instance, between receiving payment and
selling the currency the value of might
change significantly. Additionally, law
firms do not have the expertise to judge
when the currency will be most valuable,
and issues with cryptocurrencies might
undermine their long-term usefulness.

Finally, law firms may also be able to
develop a strong reputation in the sector
by investing the time into producing the
framework for cryptocurrencies to operate. This opportunity presented here
is demonstrated by the success of firms
such as those in Switzerland, like MME
Choosing a particular currency for payLegal Law Firm, who helped to develop
ment is often an important consideration the Initial Coin Offering framework used
for businesses. Accepting cryptocurren- by many cryptocurrencies. This framecies would expose law firms to significant work has, however, recently been critirisks. It creates problems for calculating cised by some lawyers as being inflexible.
how much should be charged, as the vol- Given the expertise of many law firms in
atility of a cryptocurrency might mean
the area of IPOs, it may be that they are
its value when the contract is signed is
best placed to be able to provide a new
different to when the payment is made.
solution. A law firm that did so might be
This may, however, be offset by requiring able to expect an increased demand for

their services in this area. This might be
an incredibly lucrative service to provide
as $3 billion in ICOs occurred in September 2017.

continue to be the case. Overall, it will
be for firms to consider whether they
believe cryptocurrencies will be widely
used in the future.

This means of capitalising on cryptocurrencies would likely require that the firm
develop an extensive cryptocurrency
practice. Accordingly, the risks associated with this are all of those normally
incidental to developing a substantial
new practice area. These risks are extensive. In these circumstances one of the
major difficulties would be staying alive
to the changes in market demand that
would regularly occur in such a rapidly changing sector. Furthermore, there
would be extensive vulnerability to a
collapse of the cryptocurrency market,
leading to the evaporation of demand for
such a practice. Despite the success of
cryptocurrencies there is still the significant possibility that cryptocurrencies
will prove to be a poor use of blockchain
technology. Various problems continue
to plague cryptocurrencies, such as increasing transaction costs and times, as
well as astronomical electricity usage,
concerns about criminality and money
laundering, and underlying concerns
about the scalability of the peer to peer
architecture. Thus, whilst firms may be
able to develop a strong reputation in a
sector which currently presents a great
demand for legal services this may not

In conclusion, there are various ways in
which law firms might be able to capitalise on cryptocurrencies. These all come
with certain risks, and therefore law
firms should look to utilise those that
rely upon their existing resources, such
as by providing information for investors.
Although, so long as law firms maintain
a balanced range of practices they should
not be overly concerned about developing a sizeable cryptocurrency sector
group, as solicitors in this sector could
likely be valuable in other sector groups
should the market disappear.

typical of a law firm; it may provide adShould legal firms capitalise on the
vice for clients and this is easily encourgrowth of cryptocurrencies, or is this aged. The last way is for firms to speartoo risky a venture?
head the development of the technology
behind cryptocurrencies in other appliWith law firms preoccupied with keeping cations, i.e. the blockchain, a risky but
pace with technological improvements,
worthwhile venture.
how and whether firms should capitalise on the growth of cryptocurrencies
Payment and investment
is a very valid question nowadays. This
I am persuaded by the idea that crypessay will go on to argue that there are
tocurrencies are the future, as will be
some ways for legal firms to safely capi- established later. It will be desirable for
talise on the growth of cryptocurrencies firms to be a formative part of the regubut that these ways are not unlimited in
latory processes, but this is a long term
scope or number. Furthermore, it will
prediction. In the short term, cryptocurbe noted that it is the technology behind rencies are beset with issues that would
cryptocurrencies, i.e. blockchain, that
make it unadvisable to hold assets or acis more useful to a firm than the actual
cept payment in them. Risk is the greatcryptocurrency.
est factor. With the volatility of a cryptocurrency’s rate of exchange, the difficulty
Different ways firms can capitalise on the in transferring them and questionable
growth of cryptocurrncies
centralised acceptance, cryptocurrencies
It is necessary to first establish the ways have not come of age yet. For example,
in which a firm can capitalise on the
China, one of the biggest legal markets,
growth of cryptocurrencies. The first
has recently clamped down on cryptoway concerns payment and investment,
currency exchanges. It is still too soon to
i.e. firms may be paid or hold assets in
hold assets in or to accept payments in
cryptocurrency, a method that will be
cryptocurrencies.
rejected as too risky. The second way is
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Essay Competition Runner
Up (Hilary Term)

Providing advice on cryptocurrencies
It is self-evident that law firms would
benefit from understanding and advising
on regulations like BitLicence, as it will
form a fundamental constituent of the
modern economy. The cryptocurrency
industry is worth $700 billion and arguably, the decentralised nature of it will
make it the dominant economic unit in
the future. The current state of the world
economy is that it is at the stage of what
experts like Janos Barberis call FinTech
3.0. Here, post 2008 financial crisis having encouraged legislation like Basel 3,
and the lack of trust in the establishment,
has diverted funds from individuals and
SMEs, so that people are turning to P2P
platforms. Crypto-currencies are P2P.
The Asian and African markets, which
experts quantify as being in FinTech 3.5,
are seeing the same trends, for albeit
different reasons, i.e. convenience over
trust and young populations preferring
technology. The result is increasing use
and trust in decentralised currency in all
areas of life. From an individual’s spending habits moving from USD or sterling
pound to BitCoin, to a corporation’s liquidation, the financial system is upended.
Corporations will increasingly see initial
coin offerings (ICOs) as a new, crypto-economic model of funding.
There is thus little risk in gathering experts now to advise clients on how to

integrate into the industry and to acquire
new clients from the industry, considering the change cryptocurrencies will
bring seems inevitable. Law firms may
find new types of clients, working with
governments and regulatory authorities.
It is worth noting that the law in this area
is understandably underdeveloped and
fragmented. Current legislation on this is
area-specific, e.g. BitLicence is endorsed
only by New York. Yet the point of cryptocurrencies is its decentralisation and
thus worldwide utility, such that a legal
regime that only covers a limited area is
not an enviable long term measure. Furthermore, cryptocurrencies mean that
an increasing proportion of funds will
be held by institutions outside our conventional banking system, which means
central banks are less able to use existing
monetary policy. Some degree of government control might be established by
regulation, though the existence of this
will mean less decentralisation which is
necessary for crypto-currencies.
Whilst law firms are currently trying to
adapt to the modern technological field
by supporting startups in giving them
legal advice, funding, or a working space,
e.g. Allen & Overy’s Fuse, they rarely
take a more macro-level to influence government policy. Instead of just advising
startups, law firms should position themselves to draft global legislation in this
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and eventually a decision would be made
to execute the share transfer form.

area. Indeed, the international scope of
more law firms makes them better placed
to do this than traditional institutional
players, e.g. the Financial Conduct Authroity.
Blockchain based technologies
The most interesting and lucrative way
for law firms to capitalise is by using the
technology behind cryptocurrencies.
Cryptocurrencies are built around a distributed ledger, which gives rise to two
implications.
Firstly, it may be applied to create a system of universally accessible and undisputable transaction ledger legal records.
It is universally accessible because there
is no one organisation controlling the
data and everyone in the network can
see this shared transaction ledger. It is
also undisputable because several nodes
on the network verify the transactions
to maintain an immutable ledger. Law
firms would be well placed to create
technology to create a system that tracks
and automatically updates land deeds,
conracts, and patents. This technology is
sorely needed, as innovation and transac-

tions become more globalised and firms
will profit off of selling this technology to
governments.
Secondly, because it cuts out the need for
intermediaries, law firms will see their
roles in transactions replaced by blockchain technology, a loss that can only
be remedied if law firms provide their
services in parts of a deal. For example,
consider Ethereum: it adds an additional
layer to the Blockchain by allowing the
user to put code that makes up the ‘smart
contract’ that automaticallly exectues.
Take for example, where Company A
decides to sell shares to Company B, if its
share price falls under $500 frequently
while trading by the 1st of January 2018.
Ordinarily, law firm A would be engaged
to advise Company A, and law firm B
would be engaged to advise Company B.
Both law firms would eventually agree
on a contract stipulating the aforementioned terms on it and on the 1st of January, see whether the share price is lower
or greater than $500 frequently. Each
law firm might then probably argue as to
whether the conditions were satisfied,

Because standard form agreements only
need to be written in code once, only one
law firm can capitalise on this, so there
Instead of requiring two firms, this entire is a race to monopolise. The code of the
transaction could be replaced by the code first widely adopted smart contract is
sitting on the Blockchain. With a smart
also likely to form the basis for an induscontract, the law firm is not needed as
try standard. Law firms will benefit from
much, as intermediaries are cut out. For first mover advantage in this respect.Text
standard form agreements, e.g. where
transactions between Companies A and
B that give a certain condition, a certain
action will occur repeatedly, the lawyers
are not needed each time and instead
the code can be re-used. Also, law firms
are cut out in that, should a smart contract be adopted, the law firms will not
be called on to fight any disagreements
in court, rather, any dispute is placed in
the hands of the code to determine. An
example of how this code made be found
can be seen here: https://github.com/joequant/bitquant.
Of course, lawyers will still be relevant.
Smart contracts cannot hope to handle
more complex transactions just yet, and
their functioning depends on the parties
agreeing on the smart contract adopted,
which may only be achieved after consulation of the court. But, the ultimate result is that law firms will find their practice increasingly automated, so law firms
will need to be involved in other parts of
a normal transaction, for example, by being the writers of these smart contracts.
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Essay Competition Winner
(Trinity Term)
Especially given the recent release of
gender pay gap data, it clear that law
firms aren’t doing enough to help underrepresented groups access the legal workplace. Therefore, we should
consider introducing quotas for these
underrepresented groups. Discuss.
It is first necessary to substantiate the
initial claim that law firms are not doing
enough to help underrepresented groups
access the legal workplace.
Figures from a study published by The
Law Society in September 2016 offered
insight into the average earnings within
the sector, comparing salaries at differing levels of seniority. This research
revealed the typical earnings for a male
associate to be £47,000. By comparison, a female associate of the same level
and qualification earned a typical salary
of £42,000. To note a few examples; at
CMS, women are paid on average 17.3%
less than men, whilst at Clifford Chance
the firm’s figures show that when partners are included the mean gender pay
gap stands at 66.3%. It is therefore with-

out a doubt clear that within the legal
sector there is a significant gender pay
gap.
It would however be a mistake to equate
the gender pay gap to lack of representation within the legal profession as a
whole. The Solicitors Regulation Authority reported in August 2017 that women
make up 48% of all lawyers in law firms.
Clearly quotas in order to set a minimum
quantity of women employees within a
firm in its entirety would therefore not
make a difference to the gender pay gap,
as women are already represented within
the law firm as a whole quite fairly.
What is significant however, is that women are not equally represented within the
legal profession on all levels of a firm.
Senior lawyers in multiple firms tend to
be predominantly male. The Solicitors
Regulation Authority again published
that in the largest law firms (those consisting of 50 plus partners), on average
29% of partners are female. Thankfully,
the gap has narrowed over the past four
years, with the proportion of female partners rising steadily from 25% in 2014 to

29% in 2017. This clearly indicates that
the firms are at least doing something to
tackle the gender pay gap between male
and female workers.
For other minorities the picture is quite
similar. Representation of black, Asian
and minority ethnic groups among practising solicitors stood at 15 per cent
whilst LGBTQ+ representation stood at
2.6%. The statistics for these minority
groups seem fairly representative of their
presence in society in the UK as a whole,
with around 13% of the UK population
being non-white and an estimated 2.5%
members of the population identifying as
LGBTQ+ (openly).

fore want ideally is the best candidates
placed in the right role within a firm,
whilst also achieving fair representation
of all minority groups within the whole
firm. The recurring issue that unfolds
however, is that representation within all
ranks law firms is not accurately reflected.

Alternative solutions therefore would
involve providing that everyone in our
society has an equal opportunity to succeed and excel regardless of their sex,
race, disability or sexual orientation.
This ultimately involves providing equal
supports in our established institutions;
primary and secondary education, the
family home, university and in the work
Would quotas therefore be a better solu- place early on. Institutions such as these
tion for reducing the gender pay gap?
should provide minorities with the conIt should be noted that the improvement fidence to excel just as much as any of
of diversity within law firms has been
their peers. The opportunities in this renotably slow and quotas might be seen
gard are varied but essentially boil down
as a good quick-fix solution to the probto treating individuals equally and letting
lem of underrepresentation. However,
anyone reach their full potential in their
ultimately by enforcing quotas, law firms early years. Outreach programmes that
would be taking part in a form of paterfacilitate discussion with those who may
nalistic action, that limits the firm’s libnot be thinking about a legal career will
erty or autonomy in order to promote its allow opportunities to open up to them
own good. The concern with paternalism and broaden their horizons. Horizontal
is that the status of the agent as being an recruitment from other sectors could
autonomous agent is denied. Law firms
also be a good way to balance representamight suffer from their loss of freedom if tion of minorities higher up within the
it is considered that law firms may who is work place.
best for a particular role. What we there-
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Viola Han-Smith

Trainee Questionnaire
What is your job title and which firm do think that combination of quite liking the
you work for?
people who I met, and also being drawn
in by the quality of work, made me decide
Hogan Lovells: Trainee Solicitor, Hogan
to apply.
Lovells
Freshfields: I’m a trainee solicitor at
Norton Rose Fulbright: So, I had offers
Freshfields.
from a range of firms, including AmeriNorton Rose Fulbright: I’m a trainee
can and other English firms, Ashurst for
solicitor at Norton Rose Fulbright. I’m in example. I think the reason I chose my
my first seat currently.
firm is because sometimes you have to
choose yourself, and it’s about a work-life
Why and how did you choose your
balance. I think you might look at these
firm?
firms and they’re paying a lot more, like
American firms aren’t just handing you
Hogan Lovells: They did a lot of marmoney on a platter: you will work for it
keting at my uni so I knew the name. I
and they can be a bit difficult at times. I
looked at Chambers Students and Roll on know I’m one of those people who really
Friday and the firm sounded great, so I
enjoys my work, but I also need somedid a vac scheme there, and I enjoyed it.
thing to look forward to. A work-life
balance is really important to me. Also,
Freshfields: The first time I heard about
our firm is very international in terms of
Freshfields was at a law fair and I rethe fact that they have sixty-five offices
member thinking that the people I met
internationally and other opportunities.
there were really nice and down to earth. It’s one of the top twenty firms in global
When I learnt more about Freshfields,
revenue: it just has so many perks, and
I learnt that it’s one of the largest firms
it’s just growing and expanding and doin the UK, is involved in the biggest and
ing better and better. Therefore, I didn’t
most valuable M&A deals and transacreally think there was a bad thing about
tions, and the most high-profile cases. I
it. Everyone’s so friendly - my interview

experience was the best experience I’ve
ever had in my life. I’ve never clicked
with so many people. For me, it was just
about choosing myself, and what kind of
personal development I saw and wanted
in my long-term future. I think that this
is the type of firm where you could have
everything. I know everybody says you
can’t have it all but I really think at Norton Rose you can.
Tell me what a typical day is like at
work?
Hogan Lovells: Tell me what a typical
day is like at work – I normally get in
around 8 or 8:30 and spend some time
sorting through the emails I’ve received.
By mid-morning I get to doing some of
my own work (normally preparing files,
or proofreading my supervisor’s work, or
small bits of drafting). I work on a large
matter where I coordinate a lot so inevitably people come in every 10-15 minutes
with a question for me to answer, which
I have to juggle with my own work. After
a half hour lunch break, I go back to my
desk and continue. We have client meetings once or twice a week (which I can
sometimes attend), so by late afternoon
my supervisor is back with more work
for me. I normally continue like this – finishing off tasks and answering questions
– till around 10 pm, when I leave to go
home.

Freshfields: I tend to get in at 9am, have
breakfast in the office restaurant, and
then get up to my desk at 9.30am. I’ll
spend my day doing a mix of ad hoc and
ongoing tasks. My supervisor will give
me different discreet things to do during
the day, or a couple of longer tasks. I try
to leave the desk to have lunch at about
1pm, take half an hour, and then come
back to my desk and carry on. In the early afternoon, I usually go for a 10 minute
coffee break and then carry on. If it’s
been a slower day, or if there’s not a lot of
work on, I will leave at 5.30, but I generally leave at about 7/7.30pm.
Norton Rose Fulbright: Everyone usually gets to work around 9:30am-10am. I
tend to get in at 9am just because I like
to organise myself, have small talk, get
my life together. I’m currently in a banking seat so my day revolves around CP
lists. They will be your bread and butter
if you’re in a banking seat, to be honest,
but they’re actually quite entertaining. I
do get other fun tasks like drafting. I get
a lot of client contact which is amazing
at my stage. I also got invited to a closing
lunch with clients because they asked
for me to be there which is very exciting.
I get a lot of random tasks but they’re
really fun, really enjoyable. I think I get
quite high-level work and responsibility.
I think Norton Rose is one of those firms
where if you show enthusiasm, everyone
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invests their interest in you and they will
tell you that. They’ll really push you and
drive you to succeed and give you responsibilities, as long as you show you’re
capable. Obviously, when I first started,
they were reading every email and monitoring everything, and now I think I have
a lot more autonomy.

Everyone’s really friendly and approachable. I haven’t met anyone where I’ve
been a bit like, ‘ugh, I don’t know if I can
handle this.’
Are there any perks of working at your
firm? What is the best part about working there?

with clients already, as well as signings. I
don’t feel like I’m ever restricted. There’s
no kind of hierarchy: I never feel like anyone’s above me. There are a lot of senior
associates and partners who were actually trained at Norton which is good as you
can see that they keep their people.
Do you have a work/life balance?

Do you enjoy working at your firm?
Hogan Lovells: I don’t enjoy the work I
do right now as it’s a lot of files, but I do
enjoy the less frequent occasion when I
can do some drafting.
Freshfields: So far I have only seen Dispute Resolution, so I feel that my Freshfields experience is still quite limited, but
I have really enjoyed my two DR seats.
The work is interesting and challenging
and my supervisors so far have really
tried to give me a variation of tasks. I’ve
found the people in the firm to be really
welcoming. They try to get us involved as
much as possible, and it feels like there’s
always a social around the corner.
Norton Rose Fulbright: I can’t recommend it enough. I love it. Great work-life
balance, lovely people. I think I have
good quality work. I feel really supported there - lots of different mentoring
schemes, for example a partner mentor,
your office-mate, your seat supervisor.

Hogan Lovells: Loads of perks (in addition to the salary) – we have an incredible gym downstairs, good health benefits,
and the firm gets us regular deals on
food/clothes etc with nearby shops. My
favourite part of working there is being around people I enjoy being around
– there’s very few people I don’t get on
with.
Freshfields: Freshfields’ unique selling
point is its three-month seat rotations.
I think that’s quite a nice idea because
it ensures that you see a variety of subgroups within the firm, and you still have
the option to stay for six months if you
find yourself not wanting to leave.
Norton Rose Fulbright: I’d honestly say
the soup in the canteen - I’m a bit of a
soup-addict now. They have amazing
catering staff who are all so friendly and
lovely. Obviously other good bits are
the fact that you feel so supported. You
get high-level work. I’ve literally probably had at least fifteen-twenty meetings

Hogan Lovells: No – I’m on a large matter which is very busy. My normal day
is 8:30-10 and I work, on average, every
other weekend at least in part.
Freshfields: At the moment, I would say
so. I have not yet had to cancel plans
because I was working. There are times
when I have stayed until midnight (which
is much earlier than a lot of my peers),
but they aren’t as often as I was expecting.
Norton Rose Fulbright: I think that’s one
of the perks of Norton. You definitely
have more work-life balance. Obviously
in the lead-up to closing you might be a
bit manic, but other than that I’ll never
leave later than 8pm. I’ll make evening
plans and do other things. I’m not one of
those people who can just work. I love
my work but I need to have other things
to look forward to and things driving me
rather than money and work. I think it’s
a really good firm if that’s something you

value. Like I said, it’s all about choosing
yourself and sometimes you need to realise that that’s more important.
Are there any international opportunities in your firm?
Hogan Lovells: We have lots of international secondments for trainees in their
3rd and 4th seats – I think currently 11
– ranging from New York and Paris to
Johannesburg and Hong Kong.
Freshfields: Yes, the firm has a load of
international secondments open to trainees in the second year of the training
contract.
Norton Rose Fulbright: There are plenty
of international opportunities. Sixty-five
offices internationally and if you want
international secondment you’ll get one.
That’s the key reason why I chose this
firm because I grew up abroad and going
abroad is definitely important to me.
Do you feel valued by your firm?
Hogan Lovells: Yes.
Freshfields: Yes I do. I was genuinely surprised at the amount of love the associates and partners give trainees, and how,
if you do a good job, people are really
appreciative of it.

Are there nap pods?
Hogan Lovells: Yes, but despite my hours
I’ve not had to use them, and most trainees go through their 2 years without
using them or just using them once or
twice.
Freshfields: I’m not sure – I haven’t seen
any.
Norton Rose Fulbright: Yes, we do. However, I haven’t really heard of many people using them but our partners. I think
a lot of the time my supervisor will be
like, “why are you still here? Go home.”
He won’t let me stay late and do other
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Norton Rose Fulbright: This is probably
one of my favourite questions because
I always say this to everyone: I’ve been
told by two different people that we
have invested interest in you doing well
- we want you to succeed and as long as
you’re willing to thrive and show a bit
of enthusiasm, we’re willing to help you
every step of the way. I think every piece
of work I do people will thank the high
heavens. I could do something simple like
copying and pasting a letter onto a letterhead and printing it, and they will literally talk about how helpful you are and
thank you to no end. I think they really
do go to the effort and know your time is
valuable too.

things. My supervisor told me that when
he was a trainee, he had one all-nighter
and that was it. Norton isn’t one of those
firms.

Also – if you don’t get any offers first
time round, keep trying! Getting a training contract is as much about luck as it is
the quality of your CV.

What advice would you give to current
students looking to get training contracts?

Norton Rose Fulbright: It’s not as competitive as you think: getting a vac
scheme is honestly harder than getting a
training contract. You will get something
at the end of the day. Honestly, it’s all
about just being a normal, social human
being. Don’t be afraid to make jokes and
smile. At the end of the day, all they want
to know is if they can sit in an office with
you until midnight. Just be chatty and be
yourself. Make sure you talk about things
you’re comfortable about and show them
that you have a bit of a personality. I
think that if you’ve gotten to the interview stage, you’re ticking all of the rest
of the right boxes. Obviously go prepared
and be sensible about it. It can also help
if you talk about other interests, for example I spoke about bartending and travelling. I also talked about volunteering:
just make sure it comes across as a genuine interest. They can tell when you’re
passionate about something. Honestly,
just don’t stress. Looking back, I wish I’d
stressed less about it because there are
more training contracts on offer than you
think. If you’re already in university and
have a 2:1 and extra-curricular activites,
you’ll definitely get something.

Hogan Lovells: First, look up what the
firm you’re applying to is like (structure of TC, international opportunities,
culture, compulsory seats, reputation,
whether it’s well known for certain practice areas) – and prove in your application that you fit that firm. Second, the
main skill you learn as a trainee is thinking from the perspective of people giving
you work (be it clients or supervisors) –
what are they expecting back? It helps an
application a lot to use this same skill to
think of what the firm wants you to show
them on your application.
Freshfields: Interview practice is the key.
Practice on your friends, family, partner,
anyone who is willing. You need to get
used to being comfortable talking about
yourself, the firm, and the legal industry
(at a very basic level). Similarly, when
it comes to ‘commercial awareness’ the
more you read the business news and
talk about with people, the more naturally it will come to you during the interview.
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Shane Finn

Law Finals: Sailing through
the Storm
Whether you’re a Fresher having just
sat Mods, a Second Year enjoying your
life of freedom and Bridge, or a Finalist
counting down the hours to when you
take a walk to Exam Schools, Finals are
an unavoidable part of studying Law at
Oxford. I sat Finals in Trinity Term 2017,
so if you’re in the same position as I was
last year, you’re probably staring at what
seems like an insurmountable amount of
revision and absolutely bricking it. My
first tip is to ‘just not’.

things will be.

Stress and panic have very real physiological effects on the body, and you need
to be in your best physical state to sit
Finals. You need to be alert, well rested,
and, most importantly, in good health.
If you do become unwell in the immediate period before, or during Finals, then
there are steps that can be taken, such as
applying for mitigating circumstances to
be considered. This, however, can lead
to its own set of problems and stresses,
The Finals system for exams at Oxford
so it is best to do all that you can to avoid
has existed for a little over a century,
being unwell. There are many ways that
so the first thing you must realise is
one can reduce stress and control panic,
that generations of great lawyers went
and a good regime of self-care will greatthrough the exact same flurry of emoly help you. My advice for this is to do
tions that you are experiencing right now. what makes you comfortable in terms of
You’re not alone in how you feel about
looking after yourself. Obviously, getting
your upcoming exams. It’s natural to feel smashed the night before your exams
nervous, and it’s healthy. However, it’s
or going clubbing when you should be
also possible to panic too much about
revising are not productive things to do.
them, and this will actually work against However, there have been people who
you. This may sound unfair; the idea that got Firsts who went to the pub for a pint
panicking about Finals will in fact make
every night during Finals. Remember,
things worse isn’t easy to swallow. How- you are an adult and after three years of
ever, the sooner you accept it and take
independent(ish) living at university, you
steps to limit your worries, the better
know what does and doesn’t work for

you in terms of study habits. Personally,
I found wandering about Christ Church
reading my notes while enjoying a nice
cigar to be the best way of retaining information (yes, I was that sort of person).
This brings me neatly on to how to deal
with the actual work that needs to be
done before Finals. Yes, there is a lot of
material to be covered, but do remember that it is all stuff that you have seen
before. Now, you might very well be the
sort of person who read every case, covered every article in the reading list, and
attended every lecture. However, even
if you aren’t, you have at least been exposed to the material before, and I am
willing to wager that you did more work
than you give yourself credit for. I know
that when I did my revision, my initial
fears were about a certain subject (Land)
taught during what I thought had been
my worst term at Oxford. However,
when I actually went through my notes
from those weeks, I found summaries
on cases that I hadn’t realised that I had
read, let alone made notes on. With this
pleasant surprise, I was able to continue
revising with confidence (and I am sure
that you will have the same experience).
That said, it is important to go through
each topic to see what gaps need to be
filled. Once you have done this, you then
need to make a plan of action.

You might have never made a study plan
before in your life, neither had I when I
became a Finalist. However, I found that
it is extremely useful both for efficiency
and for keeping you going in terms of
the little boost you get every time you
cross something off your schedule having
completed it. It’s also brilliant to combat
boredom. Boredom, regardless of how
much you love Law, will set in. Revision,
by its very nature, is boring due to the
fact that it involves going over the same
thing multiple times. You will become
lethargic. Therefore, making a schedule allows you to juggle things about and
thus limit how fed up you will be with a
particular topic.
Finally, the last thing I can say is that
you should try and have fun. ‘Fun’ is
probably the exact opposite of how most
of you are defining your current experience, but it does make it easier if you
try: be it studying in a way that you find
productive, finding interesting things
to do during your breaks, or even just
getting to know your fellow students as
you go through the ordeal that is Finals.
The last point is particularly important.
Make sure to remember, as you revise,
that you not only have a group of people
going through the same situation as you,
but also a collection of knowledge and
insights into the law, which have been
built through each of your personal expe-

At the end of the day, Finals will be over
before you know it, and you will do well.
Remember, you went through the hurdles
of the Oxford admission process three
years ago, and you have made it this far
without being kicked out. By just being
in your position, you have clearly displayed that you both deserve to be on the
course, and that you work at a standard
that will ensure you get a good mark.
There is plenty of time left to get a lot of
work done and to consolidate what you
need to know before your exams begin.
You’ve sat Collections throughout your
degree, and Finals are simply Collections
in subfusc, in a different historic building to the one you’re used to. You will be
absolutely fine.
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riences with your studies. Talk to each
other, bounce ideas off of each other,
and use what you have to help each other. You will definitely benefit from the
experience, and you may pick up insights
that never would have crossed your mind
through solitary learning.
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Executive Committee
Ali Qureshi
Oxford in Trinity Term is drenched in
sun. A period of warm, bright days and
long, summer evenings punctuated by
Pimm’s, croquet, and punts drifting along
the Cherwell. With this backdrop we set
about building a term card which combined the importance of networking with
the desire for fun and relaxed events.
The popular ‘Tea & Cakes’ was hosted at
Kupp with a truly amazing view across
the city. A taste of the Iberian Peninsula
followed with ‘Tapas & Sangria’ which
well and truly heralded the summer. A
perfect end to this term was the ball at
Aynhoe Park. The evening truly encapsulated the vibrancy and joy of the summer
season.

achieving such a successful term, as were
my Executive. My deepest thanks are
owed to them. Without them, we could
not have achieved a fraction of what we
were able to do. I must also thank our
sponsors, who are always so generous in
supporting our work.
My Presidency of the Oxford Law Society has been a highlight of my time here.
I have encountered so many amazing
people and have learned a tremendous
amount. Although it is hard to say goodbye, I leave having had some of the most
fantastic experiences and, in truth, leaving part of myself with the Society.
However, I am confident in passing the
position over to President David Stuart,
and his team of Nia, Louis, and Katie.
They are incredibly capable, and I am excited to join them at forthcoming events
and support them in their plans.

But I am prouder of the initiatives we
introduced. From Diversity Week to the
Trinity Term Ball Bursary Scheme. This
extended to the term card itself, with a
renewed focus on human rights, pro bono
and legal tech. The range of the term card Maddy Hayes
was truly extraordinary, and the change
Without a doubt, joining LawSoc has
resonated with our members.
been one of the best decisions I have
made at University.
The committee were indispensable in

This term in particular has been exciting and certainly jam-packed, with an
event every single day. I am proud to
have implemented a Diversity Week, an
idea I came up with to improve access in
the city, and to have worked so well all
of Committee to create many memories
with people who are now some of my
closest friends.
A huge highlight of this term for me has,
of course, been the Trinity Term Ball
sponsored by Shearman and Sterling,
held at the beautiful Aynhoe Park. It was
truly a spectacular evening.

Executive Committee the best of luck!
Ben Atkins
I can comfortably say that serving on the
law society committee has been one of
my favourite experiences of university.
I have made friends I expect to keep for
life, and have grown as both a person and
a lawyer - I couldn’t recommend getting involved with the society any more.
Moreover, it has been a pleasure being
your executive committee. From Pres
Drinks at the Alchemist to the Ball at
Aynhoe, there have been so many highlights. It’s been hard work putting an
event on every day but ultimately, I truly
hope all our members found them helpful.

While I’m sad to be leaving Committee, I know that the friends I have made
through LawSoc will truly remain friends
for life.
Subha Kumar
Being Secretary has been a huge privLawSoc is a big commitment and without ilege, from helping organise the ball to
everyone’s support, willingness to help,
taking minutes at our weekly meetings
and a plentiful supply of cheese-strings
with out diligent and intelligent general
(and more recently sparkling water) on
committee. Although, managing a large
a Sunday afternoon, I really wouldn’t
budget, and an event a week has had its
have been able to get to the end of Trinity challenges: I can safely say being secreTerm.
tary has made me a better team player
and more resilient than before. Huge
And finally, thank you to Ali, Ben and
thanks to the general committee for makSubha, all of whom have been wondering our vision come true, and our execful, supportive and incredibly inspiring.
utive team of Ali, Ben and Maddy! Best
I have every faith that Nia will be a won- of luck also to our wonderful executive
derful successor to the role of Vice-Pres- elect, we are expecting fantastic things.
ident and wish all of the Michaelmas
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